The development of novel therapies for Dry Eye Disease (DED) is formidable, and relatively few treatments evaluated have been approved for marketing. In this report, the Subcommittee reviewed challenges in designing and conducting quality trials, with special reference to issues in trials in patients with DED and present the regulatory perspective on DED therapies. The Subcommittee reviewed the literature and while there are some observations about the possible reasons why so many trials failed, there is no obvious single reason other than the lack of correlation between signs and symptoms in DED. Therefore, the report advocates for conducting good quality studies as described, going forward. A key recommendation for future studies is conduct consistent with Good Clinical Practice (GCP), including use of Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) quality clinical trial material. The report also recommends that the design, treatments, and sample size be consistent with the investigational treatment, the objectives of the study, and the phase of development. Other recommendations for pivotal studies are a priori selection of the outcome measure, and appropriate sample size.
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1. Introduction

In 2007, the Tear Film and Ocular Surface Society (TFOS) International Dry Eye Workshop (DEWS) published its report, including a report from the Clinical Trials Subcommittee [1]. In this report, part of TFOS DEWS II, the previous report is updated and extended. This includes critical review of the execution of the recommendations of the previous report, the accomplishments of the previous decade, and recommendations for future clinical studies. In particular, this subcommittee believes that quality clinical studies, appropriately staged by development phase, are required for the evaluation of novel therapeutics needed by patients with Dry Eye Disease (DED).

In a companion publication from TFOS DEWS II [2], the Definition & Classification Subcommittee provided this definition: 'Dry eye is a multifactorial disease of the ocular surface characterized by a lack of homeostasis of the tear film, accompanied by ocular symptoms,'
in which tear film instability and hyperosmolarity, ocular surface inflammation and damage, and neurosensory abnormalities play etiological roles. For the purposes of this report, it is explicit that implied in “lack of homeostasis of the tear film” are clinical signs including corneal, conjunctival, and palpebral pathology. All drugs approved in major markets for the treatment of DED used signs as at least part of the indication (see Section 10.1).

2. Goals of the Clinical Trials Subcommittee

The goals of the Clinical Trials Subcommittee are to review systematically the literature, procedures, and concepts related to clinical trials in dry eye disease. Building upon the information published in the Report of the Clinical Trials Subcommittee of the TFOS DEWS [1], an analysis of new information regarding conduct of clinical trials in DED was performed in conjunction with assessment of implementation of recommendations of the 2007 TFOS DEWS Report. This analysis included evaluation of technological advances in the field and changes in regulatory policies governing registration of new treatment options. In addition, the report makes recommendations as to best practice in clinical trials design, execution, and reporting. Finally, in the recommendations for quality clinical trial design, conduct, analysis, and reporting, reference is made to established worldwide guidance for clinical research.

3. Update on TFOS DEWS clinical trials report

3.1. Progress to date in clinical trials for dry eye

The report of the Clinical Trials Subcommittee of the TFOS DEWS provided guidelines for clinical trials in general, including design, inclusion and exclusion criteria, outcome measures, sample size, randomization, data analysis, and administration of clinical trials [1]. The report recognized that both environmental trials and controlled adverse environment (CAE) trials had merit in evaluating dry eye disease. The CAE design was judged useful for demonstration of a pharmacological effect of a treatment during monitored stress and activity. Environmental trials were judged a providing more general information about subject response to treatment on a day-to-day basis. Such recommendations continue to be relevant to the design and conduct of clinical trials.

Guidelines for clinical trials specifically in dry eye disease were based upon observations from previous clinical trials and highlighted peculiarities of clinical trials in dry eye, evaluation and outcomes parameters, and suggested desirable attributes of clinical trials in dry eye. Features to facilitate multicenter and international collaborative clinical trials were also presented in an effort to encourage international cooperation. Vagaries of dry eye disease complicating clinical trials were identified, such as the variability in concordance between signs and symptoms, fluctuations in both symptoms and signs over time as well as the possible confounding lubricant effect of control interventions.

The most desirable design for a clinical trial was recommended to be a prospective, randomized, double-masked, placebo- or vehicle-controlled, parallel-group trial. Crossover clinical trials were acknowledged to be acceptable but with the requirement that the initial treatment not cure the disease, there be no carry-over effect between periods, and all patients complete all periods of the trial. A compensatory design strategy for crossover clinical trials was suggested to randomize the sequence of the administration of test agent and control agent, so that some subjects would receive the active therapy first whereas others would receive the control therapy first. This design strategy has not seen implementation in clinical trials in dry eye, probably due to the added complexity of randomization.

The report advised that inclusion criteria should identify, based upon the mechanism of action of the proposed therapy, a potentially responsive population in which the treatment is likely to demonstrate efficacy. Inclusion and exclusion criteria should select a population that avoids or minimizes confounding variables and regression to the mean. Outcome variables should be selected consistent with the mechanism of action of the drug or intervention being tested.

The subcommittee strongly advised inclusion of biomarkers and/or surrogate markers of disease state for future trials, but recognized that validation of such surrogate markers would be needed. The outcome measures should be quantifiable with adequate accuracy and reproducibility. Measurement of the primary outcome parameter should be accomplished with a well-validated test.

Recognizing the prominent placebo and vehicle response in clinical trials in dry eye, the subcommittee recommended consideration of 1) a randomized, masked trial, in which the initiation of treatment is also masked both to investigator and subject, or 2) a withdrawal study, in which all patients initially receive active medication, followed by randomization to vehicle or active. One benefit of such a design is that all subjects receive active medication at some point in the trial, and this feature may serve to improve willingness of subjects to enroll in a well-designed trial.

Outcome analysis in a multi-factorial disease with several clinical parameters of tear film abnormality, ocular surface damage, and functional impairment was considered amenable to composite indices of disease severity. This approach has been utilized in evaluation of rheumatic disease, with consensus development of the American Congress of Rheumatology (ACR) indices (ACR20 through ACR70) that evaluate multiple descriptors of disease severity [3,4]. There has been infrequent evaluation of such composite indices in dry eye disease, and additional validated indices are needed [5,6].

The TFOS DEWS of 2007 sought to improve clinical trial effectiveness in dry eye to facilitate regulatory approval of treatments for dry eye disease, but the first drug approved by the FDA in 2002 was for the indication of “decreased production of tears presumed to be due to inflammation” and the only other drug approved to treat the signs and symptoms of dry eye in the United States was in July, 2016 [7]. Since 2007, other drugs have been approved in Japan and Europe based upon signs of dry eye disease [7].

3.2. Execution of TFOS DEWS recommendations

Few of the specific recommendations of the TFOS DEWS Report have been implemented in clinical trials designed and conducted since that report. One reason for this lack of adoption of suggested strategies is undoubtedly that such strategies require increased complexity in execution and greater expense. There is yet to be performed a randomized withdrawal clinical trial in dry eye despite the use of such strategy in other clinical areas [8-12]. The validation of reliable biomarkers of disease is an ongoing need, as is validation of proposed composite indices as outcome parameters.

The observations and refinements to the recommendations of the DEWS Report that are presented in the subsequent sections of this document will hopefully lead to future clinical trials supportive of regulatory approval and adoption of better therapies for dry eye disease. There are still significant unmet needs for management of this disease.
4. Clinical operations

4.1. International conference on Harmonisation worldwide standard

The International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) is a unique organization founded in Brussels in 1990, and now based in Switzerland. The ICH brings together the regulatory authorities and pharmaceutical industry to discuss scientific and technical aspects of drug registration. Since its inception, ICH has gradually evolved, to respond to the increasingly global face of drug development. Among the more than score of guidelines is E6, the guideline for Good Clinical Practice (GCP) [13]. As stated in that guideline, GCP is an international ethical and scientific quality standard for designing, conducting, recording, and reporting trials that involve the participation of human subjects. Compliance with this standard provides public assurance that the rights, safety and well-being of trial subjects are protected, consistent with the principles that have their origin in the Declaration of Helsinki, and that the clinical trial data are credible. Amongst product development professionals, this 60 page guidance, as well as other ICH guidances, sets a clear standard for documented conduct of studies with respect to clinical trial design, conduct, oversight, recording and reporting while continuing to ensure human subject protection and data integrity. Standards regarding electronic records and essential documents intended to increase clinical trial quality and efficiency have also been updated. For example, if one were reading a table of the key efficacy measure in a clinical study, there is a documented audit trail that includes the statistical program that generated the table, the individual patient values in a database, and the source document for each patient’s visit (ie, the first recording of the data). It also includes documentation of the investigational site that includes the investigator’s credentials and training (both as an eye care specialist and for the study in particular), and the instrumentation at the site (eg, tonometer). If a photographic or video aid is to be used in a given clinical examination (which might be of value in some clinical signs for DED), it is to be documented. GCP also includes documentation of the investigational product used, including lot number, which in turn will reference information on its manufacture, meeting of release specifications, and ongoing stability and sterility. While there are other standards (eg, for each major extramural study, the National Institute of Health creates a manual of operations), we recommend that compliance with GCP be the default standard for assurance of clinical trial validity.

4.2. Increasing standards from phase 1 – phase 3

Product development covers a range of studies — from initial studies in healthy volunteers (as appropriate), to pilot short-term, safety and efficacy studies, to pivotal safety and efficacy studies. While this report (see Section 11), as well as other reports in TFS DEWS II [e.g., Jones et al., 2017] [14], discuss the requirements for a pivotal study including a sample size to provide adequate power to test for clinically significant differences, such a standard is not possible for early stage studies. The reasons for this are several-fold. First, initial studies, at least with drugs and biologics, must be conscious of safety. These early studies are typically of short duration, and may escalate from low doses to higher doses. At this early stage, while the drug product still must meet Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP), it is often in limited supply with only relatively short-term stability in a pilot formulation or container-closure system. Also, typically only short-term preclinical safety studies have been completed which may not yet include all of the genotoxicity, fertility and reproduction studies. The sample size of these studies is thus small, as one would not want to expose a large number of subjects until more is known about the nonclinical and clinical safety. The magnitude of treatment effect may not be known until after initial efficacy trials are conducted. Finally, small firms sponsor many of these early stage studies in order to generate pilot efficacy data in order to obtain additional investment to conduct larger, pivotal studies.

4.3. Source documents for clinical trials

As noted in Section 4.1, part of GCP is identifying the source document for clinical data, and then assuring the integrity of the data all the way through the process. As noted in an FDA guidance, “… source data includes all information in original records and certified copies of original records of clinical findings, observations, or other activities in a clinical investigation used for reconstructing and evaluating the investigation. Access to source data is critical to the review and inspections of clinical investigations. The review of source data by both the FDA and sponsor is important to ensure adequate protection of the rights, welfare, and safety of human subjects and the quality and integrity of the clinical investigation data. Source data should be attributable, legible, contemporaneous, original, and accurate (ALCOA) and must meet the regulatory requirements for record keeping.” (Guidance for Industry: Electronic Source Data in Clinical Investigations, September 2013, http://www.fda.gov/downloads/drugs/guidancecomplianceregulatoryinformation/guidances/ucm328691.pdf).

In previous years, source data was typically a hand-written patient chart, from which data were manually transferred to a Case Report Form (CRF) with carbonless copies, which were then distributed. The CRF was then manually keypunched into a database. With the advent of automation, today’s clinical trials are often conducted with source data in electronic format. The above reference guidance provides recommendations regarding the “capture, review, and retention of electronic source data in FDA-regulated clinical investigations … ensuring the reliability, quality, integrity, and traceability of data from electronic source to electronic regulatory submission.”

4.4. Clinical supply quality

As noted in Section 4.2, the quality of investigational product (drug, biologic or device) changes throughout development. While quality products are required even at the initial stage with regard to identity, strength, quality, purity, and with most ophthalmic products, sterility, the quality level changes during development. The requirements for GMP for early stage, Phase 1 studies are provided in an FDA guidance [15]. In addition, there are standards for later stage development [16].

With respect to topical or injectable ophthalmic products, there is a requirement for sterility, as well for the containers and closures be sterile at the time of filling and closing, and have tamper-evident seals. Liquid ophthalmic preparations packed in multiple-dose containers should either contain an antimicrobial preservative or have a system to prevent contamination (21 CRF 200). The latter may include multi-dose non-preserved systems as marketed widely in Europe but only recently in the U.S. and not in Japan (as of October 2016). This requirement is typically well understood and complied with by corporate sponsors of clinical trials. However, the subcommittee observed other published studies, which do not apparently provide such assurance, such as those involving multi-dose non-preserved products in standard bottles. We caution that patient safety as well as valid clinical trials necessitates compliance with this requirement.
4.5. Authorship standards

The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE), a respected group of experienced editors, created recommendations for the conduct, reporting, editing, and publication of scholarly work in medical journals [17]. We encourage researchers to read this document before writing a manuscript for best practice and ethical standards in the conduct and reporting of research and other material published in medical journals. Among the topics covered are “Who is an author”, the roles and responsibilities of authors, and integrity of authors, editors and reviewers. The ICMJE also has guidelines for disclosure of conflicts of interest.

Our subcommittee, which includes section editors and editors-in-chief for several peer-reviewed journals, found that, while many clinical studies are reported at scientific meetings or in press releases, full reports are published either many years later or not at all. We interpret this finding as negative for the field. Clinical trials represent a major investment of either public or private funds, and thus we suggest an obligation to publish wherever possible. In particular, we encourage submission of manuscripts for trials with a negative outcome. Without knowledge of such trials, future researchers are condemned to repeat them. The issue of publication bias (including the underreporting of negative trials) is well known [18-19].

4.6. Clinical trial registration

In 2004, the ICMJE made a proposal for public, a priori, comprehensive registration of controlled clinical trials. Their proposal addressed the selective reporting of trials and the distortion that this created in the body of evidence in the literature. Their proposal required, as a condition of consideration for publication, registration in a public trials registry prior to the onset of patient enrollment [20]. This proposal was accepted by many of the top medical journals in the world, as well as by the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (ARVO). It was a great example of collegial responsibility amongst scientists to improve the discipline. It subsequently became law in the U.S. in 2007 (Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act of 2007, U.S. Public Law 110-85, 27 September 2007). Key to the credibility of the trial is that it be registered on a public database (e.g., www.clinicaltrials.gov) at the time of study start (defined as within 21 days after the first patient is enrolled). Registration also is law in other countries and other public registries exist (e.g., www.umin.ac.jp/ctr/index-j.htm; www.clinicaltrials.jp/user/cte_main.jsp; www.who.int/ictrp/en; www.allerganclinicaltrials.com) The most commonly used registry is www.clinicaltrials.gov, which is hosted by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and FDA, although other countries and organizations, as well as some pharmaceutical firms have set up their own websites (e.g., World Health Organization, http://www.who.int/ictrp/en/; Japan, http://www.umin.ac.jp/ctr/; http://www.who.int/ictrp/network/jprn/en/, http://rctportal.nih.gov.jp, https://dbcentre3.jmact.med.or.jp/jmactr/Default_Eng.aspx, http://rctportal.nih.gov.jp/link.html, http://www.clinicaltrials.jp/user/cte_main_e.jsp, Glaxo SmithKline, http://www.gsk-clinicalstudyregister.com/). The passage of the 2007 law resulted in a dramatic increase in the number of clinical trials registered. However, it seems that not all researchers are following regulations regarding reporting of results, which in turn is leading to increased reporting requirements by NIH [21-23].

During the conduct of a study, access to data is very limited, consistent with GCP. Similarly, during the predefined statistical analysis, the data are closely held. In some cases, the results of a study may be considered a material event for the sponsor, and thus release may affect the stock price. A summary of the data may be provided in a press release or at a meeting. However, once the evaluations are complete and the planned analyses conducted, some feel that, in a spirit of transparency, raw data, with patients de-identified, should be available to others, albeit with some controls in place. With respect to studies supported by government funds, data from large, extramural studies conducted by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) may be available upon request, e.g., Collaborative Longitudinal Evaluation of Ethnicity and Refractive Error (CLEERE) Study. These requests are reviewed by a team of the study members for merit. The NIH also has a policy on sharing human and model-organism genotypic and phenotypic data, including embargo periods to ensure that data producers have sufficient time to analyze their results [24]. In the field of astronomy, data obtained from observatories (both ground- and satellite-based) are released at a given period after they are recorded. For research sponsored by the private sector, there are concerns about confidentiality. One example of data sharing has been provided by Glaxo Smith Kline (GSK). Since May 2013, investigators have been able to access to de-identified patient-level data from clinical trials sponsored by GSK, subject to review and oversight by an independent review panel (https://clinicalstudydatarequest.com/Default.aspx). Of the 77 complete requests received in the first year of this program, nearly 100% were approved. Results of these analyses are not yet available [25]. The RIAT movement (Restoring Invisible and Abandoned Trials) [26], resulted in the independent re-analysis of a trial of an anti-depressant in adolescents from 2001 with greatly different results [27,28].

In January 2015, the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) proposed a rule to implement the requirements of the Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act of 2007 (FDAAA), to require public sharing of summary data from certain clinical trials of FDA-regulated drugs and devices [29]. Just recently, the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) proposed requirements to help meet the data-sharing obligation [30]. Some journals, including the New England Journal of Medicine [31], and Science [32] have adopted aspects of these proposals. Importantly, data sharing not only prevents a repeat of mistakes in subsequent studies, but also adds to the understanding the natural history of treated and untreated or vehicle-treated disease and a measure of temporal variability in signs and symptoms which informs effect size and aids sample size estimation in subsequent clinical trials. This issue was reviewed by Wald [33].

4.7. Standards for well-controlled studies

In 1962, the U.S. Congress passed the Kefauver-Harris amendments to the Federal Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act. That law requires approval of a new drug to be based upon evidence of effectiveness which is based on adequate and well-controlled clinical studies conducted by qualified experts. The definition of an adequate and well-controlled study was subsequently defined in 21 CFR 314.126. These attributes are used by the U.S. FDA and, presumably, other regulatory bodies, in their consideration of the quality of a study submitted in support of an application. The subcommittee recommends that researchers consider these attributes at the outset of clinical trial design and in selecting sites for the conduct of a clinical trial. The items described are summarized as:

(1) Clear statement of the objectives of the investigation.
(2) Uses a design that permits a valid comparison with a control to provide a quantitative assessment of drug effect.
(i) Placebo (ii) Dose- comparison, (iii) No treatment (iv) Active (v) Historical control.
(3) Method of selection of subjects provides adequate assurance that they have the disease or condition being studied.
(4) Method of assigning patients to treatment and control groups minimizes bias.

(5) Adequate measures are taken to minimize bias on the part of the subjects, observers, and analysts of the data.

(6) Methods of assessment of subjects’ response are well defined and reliable.

(7) There is an analysis of the results of the study adequate to assess the effects of the drug.

(d) The test drug is standardized as to identity, strength, quality, purity, and dosage form to give significance to the results of the investigation.

In 1996, a group of clinical trialists, editors, and others published an article proposing a checklist for improving the quality of reporting of randomized controlled trials [34]. In its current form, this CONSOrdinated Standards Of Reporting Trials (CONSORT, http://www.consort-statement.org/) statement consists of a checklist and flow diagram for reporting a randomized controlled trial (RCT). It is required by many of the top medical journals, including JAMA and The Lancet. The CONSORT statement has a number of similarities to the items described in 21CFR314.126. A criticism of the CONSORT statement is that it is usually applied by researchers after the study is completed, and a manuscript is being prepared, rather than as the study is being designed [35].

4.8. Ethics and data safety committees

Studies involving human subjects require approval and oversight by an Institutional Review Board (IRB) or Independent Ethics Committee (IEC) in order to safeguard the rights, safety, and well-being of all trial subjects. Special attention is to be paid to trials that may include vulnerable subjects. Additional details on the role of IRB/IECs are provided in Section 3 of the ICH E6 guidance. http://www.ich.org/ Guideline/Efficacy/E6/E6_R2__Addendum_Step2.pdf.

Some studies also employ a Data Monitoring Committee (DMC). Ellenberg states that the purpose of a DMC is to advise the study sponsor regarding the continuing safety of current participants and those yet to be recruited, as well as the continuing validity and reliability of the investigation.

Ellenberg states that the purpose of a DMC is to advise the study sponsor regarding the continuing safety of current participants and the continuing validity and reliability of the investigation. Compliance with good trial design, as recommended in this report, should lead to improvements in outcomes.

5. Special issues for dry eye trials

5.1. Low success rate for pharmacotherapy of dry eye disease

In addition to providing information on general issues on designing and conducting quality clinical trials, the report includes discussion of special issues in trials of treatment for dry eye disease. This is of particular interest to patients, researchers, and clinicians given the large number of novel agents evaluated in clinical trials, yet the relatively low number of pharmacotherapies approved [38]. The subcommittee received extensive input on the reason(s) why so many clinical studies failed. After careful review of the literature, while there were some suggestions, there is no one obvious reason for these failures, other than the lack of correlation between signs and symptoms in the disease. Compliance with good trial design, as recommended in this report, should lead to improvements in outcomes.

5.1.1. Commonly encountered problems

As noted in the introduction to TFOS DEWS II, the approval of new therapeutic agents for the treatment of DED has been very slow and infrequent. At the time of writing, only two therapeutic drugs, cyclosporine A (indicated for the improved production of tears in those with reduced tear production thought to be due to inflammation) and lifitegrast (indicated for the relief of signs and symptoms of dry eye) have been approved for treatment of DED in the U.S., despite many clinical trials. The exact number of failed trials in this area is not clear, as many have died quietly without fanfare. A similar drug, cyclosporine A with a different formulation was approved in the European Union (EU) in 2015. There are several approved drugs in Japan, but these have not been approved by the regulatory agencies in most other major countries. It is possible that the testing of yet failed formulations were insufficiently active in controlling the disease. But, what is more likely, is that the design of clinical trials and an incomplete understanding of the disease pathogenesis and development along with regulatory requirements based on earlier understanding of the disease contributed to the failure rate. The Report of the Inaugural Meeting of the TFOS i2 has a list of failed trials, which utilized corneal staining as a primary endpoint (Table 10) [39]. Recent advances in understanding indicate that corneal staining is a late finding in the development of disease and that it, like most other objective tests, is variable over time owing to the instability of the tear film, a hallmark of DED [6,40]. Other confounding pitfalls seen in clinical trials for therapeutic agents in DED are discussed here. A better understanding of these areas, particularly inclusion of molecular markers, should lead to better outcomes and success in the development of clinically useful therapies.

5.1.2. Definitional problems

As noted in the recently published TFOS DEWS II Report, there is widespread disagreement both on the definition and diagnosis of dry eye disease (DED) [39]. The disease entity is viewed as a disease, a constellation of symptoms, a list of different ocular surface conditions, or a specific condition associated with other conditions (e.g., aqueous tear deficiency and meibomian gland dysfunction (MGD). With this broad conceptual approach, it is impossible to compare results of clinical trials. There is a large body of literature supporting the concept of a functional lacrimal unit consisting of the main and accessory lacrimal glands, the tear fluid, the cornea, conjunctiva and meibomian glands, and, more recently the tear ducts, all of which are connected by a neural network. This nerve-based unit is responsible for maintaining homeostasis of the ocular surface and tear film, which allows clear vision and for maintenance of the constituents of the ocular surface in between blinks in response to environmental stress [41]. The first DEWS report included a mechanistic division of DED based on which major contributors to the tear film are primarily affected; the lacrimal glands or meibomian glands of the lids. These two major subtypes of disease are called aqueous tear deficiency dry eye (ADDE) and evaporative dry eye (EDE). The most common of the two is EDE [42]. These two subtypes can present individually but are related and elicit compensatory responses, which affect tear stability and ultimately lead to a combined form of DED. The interdependency of these components argues for treating DED as a
single disease entity with subtypes having differing clinical presentations depending on severity and length of duration of the disease [40,43].

5.1.3. Effects of bilaterality of DED in design of clinical trials

Dry eye disease usually presents as a bilateral disease although there can be differences in disease severity between eyes. A small number of individuals present with the ocular surface problems leading to dysfunction of the tears and/or components of the ocular surface in one eye. Despite the preponderance of a bilateral presentation of DED, many clinicians and investigators treat each eye as a separate unit with significant effects on clinical trial design and results. It is well established that normal eyes do not function as independent units but rather communicate with each other with effects on function of the other, examples might include a sympathetic response to accommodation and contact lens-induced corneal swelling [44]. This inter-eye signaling has been demonstrated in reports describing unilateral quiescent herpetic keratitis in which the contralateral eye without herpetic infection has been found to exhibit a decrease in corneal sensation and aqueous tear production [45,46]. The presumed normal eye has also been shown to have significantly higher discomfort levels, visual symptoms, different tear breakup time, and an increase in tear osmolarity with increased inter-eye differences compared with normal controls [46,47]. A recent study has demonstrated that, in patients with unilateral infectious keratitis, there is a sympathetic immune response with effects on sub-basal corneal nerves and sensation and an increase in dendritic cell density in the contralateral eye [48].

A hallmark of DED is an unstable tear film, which is associated with variability in objective measures of DED [40,49]. In a study of repeated measurements of tear osmolarity and other signs over a 3-month period, the more severe eye shifts from one eye to the other from 19% to 4% of the time [50]. Also, an inter-eye difference greater than 8mOsm/L, which increases with progression of the disease is an additional hallmark of the tear film instability and severity of disease (Fig. 1) [40,51]. This inter-eye difference decreases with effective treatment of DED [5,52,53]. The phenomenon where the variability of one variable (in this case, the interocular difference in tear osmolarity) is unequal and depends upon another variable (in this case, the disease severity) is called heteroscedasticity.

With the unfortunate experiences in many failed dry eye clinical therapeutic trials, it is possible that this loss of valuable information may have played a role in the failure to demonstrate efficacy. The two eyes do not seem to function as independent variables in DED but rather as two parts of a single unit (the patient), which should be treated as such [54]. Typically, one selects a study eye (usually the worse eye, or an average of eyes) per study subject, as eyes are typically NOT independent, and one observation per patient is used [55]. However, in this case, measuring both eyes, and taking the interocular difference in tear osmolarity as a measure for efficacy may be of value. Some of the authors have experience with planning of treatment studies under a U.S. Investigational New Drug (IND) exemption using this interocular difference. Note that this approach still results in one observation per patient, which is the appropriate statistical sample.

5.1.4. Selection bias

The selection of diagnostic criteria to determine which patients are selected to enter a clinical trial plays a pivotal role in determining outcomes. In the absence of a widely accepted “gold standard” for identifying subjects with DED, the selection of a group of characteristics for inclusion will be critical. As mentioned above, definitional decisions as to what constitutes DED should be clear (e.g., are these inclusions definitive for ADDE only or EDE only or a definition of DED which includes both). Selection of endpoints, which include those markers that are in the inclusion criteria, favors their therapeutic outcomes versus those endpoints not in the definition and for which many subjects would enter the study with normal values (which cannot be improved upon). This bias has occurred in recent papers leading to unsupported conclusions [54].

Another pitfall to be avoided is the inclusion of endpoints collected on limited pre-study visits owing to the tendency for regression to the mean. This occurs when subjects are recruited based on endpoints which are abnormally high for inclusion but which vary over time with or without treatment. There is a large likelihood that a sample at a subsequent time point may result in a lower value, attributable not to therapeutic effect but rather to the natural cycle of variability over time. This effect can be minimized by having entrants to a study qualify with readings at more than one visit before inclusion. This is discussed further in the TFOS DEWS II Diagnostic Methodology report [56].

5.1.5. Spectrum bias

This refers to differences in the features of different populations that would influence sensitivity and specificity (see below). In therapeutic trials, most often this occurs when inclusion criteria limit the study cohort to those with a particular level of disease severity, and the results are generalized for more or all groups. This is a fairly common bias but sometime is justifiable in therapeutic trials that are seeking subjects with sufficiently abnormal endpoints to provide a dynamic range sufficient to demonstrate improvement (e.g., corneal staining). As long as this bias is recognized and the results are not generalized as applicable for all levels of severity, this is perfectly acceptable. This is discussed further in the TFOS DEWS II Diagnostic Methodology report [56].

5.1.6. Specificity and sensitivity usage in identifying study subjects

It is widely recognized that the terms sensitivity and specificity have importance and are frequently referred to in reports of clinical trials [52]. In a field in which there is not a consensus on the important and practical diagnostic characteristics that identify subjects with DED, there is a tendency to employ diagnostic criteria for judging a subject as having DED or not, which may favor changes in a specific marker (e.g., corneal staining) which is also an outcome measure.

Sensitivity refers to the proportion of patients with the disease

---

![Fig. 1. Relationship difference in inter-eye osmolarity versus Dry Eye Disease severity](Reproduced with permission from Lemp et al. Am J Ophthalmol 2011; 151:792–798 [46]).
who have a positive test result. Specificity refers to the proportion of normal subjects with negative test results. As discussed in the previous DEWS report, it is usually considered more important in assessing results of a therapy in a non-fatal disease such as DED, not to miss subjects with disease; this elevates the importance of results on sensitivity and positive predictive value (PPV), the probability of those with a positive test result actually have DED. Attention to the defining aspects of classification of subjects is a critical factor in the interpretation of clinical trial results. This is discussed further in the TFOS DEWS II Diagnostic Methodology report [56].

5.2. Study design

The clinical study design features of double-masking and randomization of treatment assignment, introduced in the 1930s by Harry Gold [57] as cited by Reidenberg [58], are considered a standard for high quality research. There are a host of issues to consider when designing a clinical study. These include the investigational agent and control(s), study subject inclusion and exclusion criteria, design (e.g., parallel vs. crossover vs. paired-comparison), selection of efficacy and safety outcomes, and statistical issues. Some of these issues were covered previously in the section on previously failed clinical trials (Section 5.1). In this section, key design elements as they apply to study of treatments for dry eye disease are described. Details on study design, including randomization and masking may be found in the ICH E6 and E9 guidances.

5.2.1. Inclusion/exclusion

An ideal study would consist of inclusion and exclusion criteria that provide subjects with a homogeneous disease status that is responsive to the mechanism of action of the intervention (study drug) and still allows generalization of the study findings to the larger population of patients who suffer from dry eye. Inclusion and exclusion criteria also are used for ethical considerations and to protect the validity of the study [59]. Due to ethical concerns, patients from vulnerable populations typically are excluded, and subjects must have the ability to provide informed consent. Most dry eye studies are limited to patients who are 18 or older [60–62].

5.2.1.1. Inclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria are used to ensure that the subjects can comply with the study protocol and have dry eye with a homogeneous disease status. Studies typically use the signs and symptoms outcome end points to determine whether subjects qualify for the study [63,64], and outliers on either end of the measurement spectrum are not included since they have the potential to cause regression to the mean or may not be responsive to the study medication [60,62,65,66].

Measures of ocular surface staining and symptom surveys, such as Ocular Surface Disease Index (OSDI), equally weighted, are frequently used to determine if subjects have qualifying disease severity [67]. Other variables include measures of tear production (Schirmer tests), normal lid positioning, and best-corrected visual acuity [64]. By enrolling subjects who report the recent use of artificial tears (within 30 days), the study includes subjects who are symptomatic enough that they seek treatment for dry eye and also subjects who can self-administer eye drops, which is the method of drug delivery for most dry eye studies [62].

5.2.1.2. Exclusion criteria. Individuals who are pregnant, nursing, or could become pregnant, are typically excluded from dry eye studies [60,62]. Patients with known hypersensitivity to the study medication, and, often patients who have previously used the study medication topically or systemically are also excluded [60]. Many studies will exclude people who have ocular and/or systemic conditions that could confound the results (See Section 5.3), and discretion is often given to the investigator and/or medical monitor to determine whether the condition has the potential to distort the relationship between the study drug and the outcomes [60,62]. Potential study subjects often are excluded if they take medications known to influence the outcome parameters [60,62]. However, some studies will allow enrollment of subjects using concomitant medications as long as they are on a stable dosing regimen that will continue throughout the duration of the study [60]. Patients also are excluded if they have had recent ocular surgery or are planning to have eye surgery during the study period [62]. Other possible exclusion criteria are: prior ocular surgical procedure, clinically significant ocular trauma, use of contact lenses, best corrected visual acuity worse than a given limit, hypersensitivity to any of the ingredients, current or recent use of punctal plugs, or use of another investigational agent within the past 30 days.

5.2.2. Randomization and masking

The randomized clinical trial (RCT), if possible, continues to be the highest level of demonstration of the therapeutic value of a product [68]. As with randomization and use of comparators, the reason for masking participants from what treatment they have received is to control bias. For this to have an optimal effect, masking should be provided for both investigator and patient volunteer, in other words ‘double masking’ [69]. Where double masking is not possible, the reasons should be acknowledged a priori in the protocol, and in other study reports [70]. Details on randomization and masking procedures may be found in the ICH E6 and E9 guidance.


5.2.3. Selection of controls

Clinical comparison of the “active” with a vehicle, placebo, or other “inactive” is a challenge for the design of a trial in Dry Eye. As noted previously (Section 5.1), there are relatively few approved pharmacotherapies for dry eye for selection as an active control. Placebos are extensively used as part of investigating the performance of investigational agents. Hrobjartsson and Gotzsche (2010) state that the selection of the placebo should be done with great caution, especially in clinical trials that investigate conditions resulting in pain [71]. Given the importance of symptoms in dry eye disease, trials of new agents would qualify as areas of concern [71]. With respect to negative controls, a true “vehicle” is the same as the Active formulation, minus the Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient, perhaps slightly adjusted for the impact of the active on pH, toxicity, viscosity, etc. Because, in most cases, the vehicle is effectively an artificial tear, the dynamic range for clinical differentiation is compressed.

Foulks expanded on this concept in a review in the early 2000’s [72]. In contrast to a placebo, a “nocebo” is a maneuver, instruction, or substance that inherently does not worsen the condition nor provoke an adverse event, but which the patient interprets as aggravating the condition being treated or producing an unwanted adverse event. Foulks hypothesized that one possibility for the large placebo response seen in DED trials is that such a placebo response may be due to improved compliance in using the prescribed medication by patients enrolled in a clinical trial (i.e., a “Hawthorne Effect”) [72,74]. Another consideration is that, if patients prior to enrollment in a clinical trial were using preservative-containing lubricants or other topical medications, and then discontinued their use for the trial, improvement in symptoms and ocular surface staining may be due to recovery from adverse effects of the preservative. If there is not an adequate washout period prior
to institution of randomized therapy, improvement can be seen in all treatment groups [59,75]. This feature may be planned in a withdrawal trial of a therapy (See Section 7.7.4).

Given the variance of the response, the sample size may become impractically large and/or the magnitude of difference between active and vehicle clinically irrelevant (See Section 11).

5.2.4. Qualifying phase

Frequently a clinical trial design will include a washout and/or qualifying period. With the approval of DED therapeutic products worldwide [7], many DED patients may be using a pharmacological therapy or punctal plugs prior to entrance into a clinical study. The authors suggest that a washout period from these active agents be employed. However, there is inadequate information to propose an evidence-based recommendation for the duration of this washout.

A number of proposals for run-in periods to address specific issues in trials of DED, including a variable period to enhance masking were proposed in the early 2000’s [59]. Examples in two studies are (1) a run-in period on a standardized, unmedicated, unpreserved over-the-counter lubricant [76] or (2) actual use of the product under investigation for participants to demonstrate a positive response [76–78].

5.3. Confounding factors

Confounding is often referred to as a “mixing of effects” wherein the effects of the exposure under study on a given outcome are mixed in with the effects of an additional factor (or set of factors) resulting in a distortion of the true relationship. In a clinical trial, this can happen when the distribution of a known prognostic factor differs between groups being compared [79]. If the confounding variables are equally distributed between study groups, then the distortion resulting from confounders is minimized. Practically, this can be difficult to accomplish given that dry eye is a heterogeneous disease process, with many extraneous variables that individually may have a range of effects on the signs and symptoms of dry eye; moreover, these distorting effects can be difficult to grade or measure [59,79]. Even if the effects of the confounding variables can be accurately measured and the confounders are distributed equally between study groups, the (inverse or direct) association of the confounders on the study groups could still make it more difficult to measure a statistically significant difference between study groups. For instance, more subjects may be required in a study to account for the inverse or direct association of the confounder. Therefore, it is important for clinical trials, particularly for the treatment of dry eye, to recognize and control for extraneous confounding variables [80].

Examples of potential confounders include demographics, anatomical pathological or post-surgical changes, ocular or systemic diseases, topical or systemic medications, and use of ocular devices [59]. Demographics such as age and sex are known to affect dry eye [42,81,82]. Other confounding factors may be geographical in nature. For example, latitude affects study sites in a multi-center trial was found with many chronic diseases be they either symptomatic (e.g., epilepsy) or asymptomatic (e.g., hypertension) [96]. There are a myriad of types of adherence failures, including missed doses, doses taken at the incorrect time, and lack of persistence. Thus, by analogy, patients’ adherence with treatments for DED may also be less than optimal. There is the additional concern that a large proportion of patients have problems instilling eyedrops [97]. In the interpretation of clinical trials, researchers must understand that adherence of study subjects may be variable. Under dosing may result in lower efficacy, and over-dosing may result in more safety issues. These may be ascribed inappropriately to the drug. Also, adherence in clinical trials may not be representative of use in clinical practice (e.g., the previously mentioned “Hawthorne Effect”). It may be that an objective measure of treatment adherence should be incorporated into clinical trials. While studies with systemic medication may assess drug levels in the blood, in ophthalmology we can rarely measure drug levels in the target organ [98].
Prescription refill rates, or pill counts (or the ophthalmic equivalent, weighing bottles) have also been used, but they do not record the time at which the medication was taken, and are highly variable. Thus, electronic devices which have been developed such as the Medication Event Monitoring System (MEMS) device (Aardex, WestRock, Richmond VA), can be used with ophthalmic products using the “bottle within a bottle” method [99].

6. Drugs vs. devices

To date, primarily pharmaceuticals have been explored for treatment of DED. These new drugs (either new chemicals and/or new to be used for ocular treatment) use traditional clinical trial design: double-masked randomized controlled trial (RCT) to ask one primary question [59,64]. Medical device and surgical interventions are typically not approached with traditional RCT, given that masking is often not possible for either the subject or the evaluating clinician, and because determining what would be an appropriate control is less straightforward than it is in pharmaceutical trials. For device trials, controls can be sham surgery, or more commonly “masking” of outcome assessors, duplicate assessment of outcomes, and use of objective outcome measures [100]. Selection of an appropriate negative control for a medical device trial may be challenging [101]. In addition to trial design, the regulatory approach for devices is quite different.

Some of the following issues get to the core of clinical trials: why is the trial being done? Typically, a sponsor is looking for regulatory approval to market the treatment for a specific population and for a specific purpose. Given that most companies are indeed focused on regulatory approval, one needs to understand that the roadmap for approval can be very different for countries around the world. In most countries, the approval process for medical devices is very different than that used for drugs and biologics. This is in contradiction to the patient, who is relatively agnostic as to the nature of their treatment, and the clinician, who wants the largest inventory of treatments available for each patient. Depending upon the approval process, some medical devices are approved based upon their similarity to a previous device (“predicate”), and compared to essentially historical, rather than concurrent controls, or to a preset standard. Other products may require concurrent controls. By their nature, it is challenging to mask patient and clinician to medical devices. For a limited number of products, a “double-dummy design” is possible, wherein each subject receives both the investigational device and the control — each treatment group receiving active of one treatment and a “placebo” of the other treatment.

A number of controlled studies have been conducted for medical devices and surgical methods to treat DED with a wide range of study designs [102–117]. The place for these treatments in the armamentarium of the therapy of DED is covered in the TFOS DEWS II Management and Therapy report [14].

The development of devices is very different from that of drugs. As well, in most countries, the regulatory approach for devices is also quite different from that for drugs and biologics [118]. In addition to trial design, the regulatory approach for devices is quite different. The process for approval is often very different for the European Union, USA and Asia, depending upon how the treatment is categorized by the regulatory agency [7,39]. Overall, regulatory agencies try to weigh the risk versus benefit of the new intervention. Review of peer reviewed publications on devices for DED treatment points to the difficulty of evaluating efficacy and safety in device trials [102–112,114–116].

7. Efficacy: clinically relevant differences

In statistics, a significant difference is simply a difference that is unlikely to be caused by chance and has a mathematical basis for such a claim. In every day health care, a difference may be statistically significant based on a numerical value. Yet, it may at the same time be of little or no importance to the health or quality of life of patients afflicted by a certain disease [119]. The concept of a “clinically important difference” has been first described by Jaeschke et al. as “the smallest difference in score in the domain of interest which patients perceive as beneficial and which would mandate, in the absence of troublesome side effects and excessive cost, a change in the patient’s management” [120]. The minimum clinically important difference (MCID) is a threshold value for such a change. Any amount of change greater than the MCID threshold is considered to be meaningful or important. A simpler definition was later proposed by Stratford et al. as “the smallest change that is important to patients” [121]. In general, the estimation of a clinically relevant change of a sign or a symptom, considering the subtype of dry eye, For a treatment that is tested in a clinical trial helps interpret intervention effects and allows the investigator to use them with more confidence as an end point in clinical trials.

7.1. Outcome measures

The correct diagnosis and classification of a disease as well as the choice of the parameters to monitor disease progression or therapeutic response is essential for the success of a clinical trial. Dry eye is defined by several signs and symptoms, namely discomfort, visual disturbance, tear film instability, potential damage to the ocular surface, increased osmolarity of the tear film, and inflammation of the ocular surface [2,40]. When the investigator makes a diagnosis based on multiple signs, there must be consideration of the sensitivity of therapeutic response, temporal variability, possible overlap/interference of the presented symptoms with other ocular irritants, environmental influences, and the ideal distribution of each sign. This is discussed further in the Diagnostic Methodology subcommittee report [56].

This situation is further complicated by the fact that signs and symptoms are often poorly associated in dry eye disease, which makes assessment of severity as well as choosing the right outcome measures particularly difficult. This has to be considered in clinical trial design [51,122]. Another parameter to consider when designing a clinical study is the order in which the different assessments should be performed. In a sequence of assessments, tests should be performed in an order from the least to most invasive. The Diagnostic Methodology subcommittee report includes further detail on the proposed order of testing [56].

Tear osmolarity should be evaluated first (for at least 2 h before sampling, no eye drops should be administered). Slit-lamp examination assessing tear break-up time with fluorescein (least recommended), and punctate epithelial erosions of the cornea with fluorescein followed by conjunctival staining patterns evaluation with lissamine green seems to be an optimal order. However, in protocols using non-invasive tear break up testing, which would be the preferred approach, this should be measured prior to tear osmolarity [56]. Schirmer testing may be performed subsequent to staining, since contact of the Schirmer strip against the conjunctiva can cause ocular surface staining, the Schirmer test without anesthesia may be deferred until this time, but if the Schirmer strip is to be used for collection of analytes from the tear at an earlier time, the induced ocular surface staining must be ignored in grading ocular surface staining. Other invasive tests (e.g., impression cytology, tear collection, confocal microscopy) should be planned at different times to avoid changes of the ocular surface and/or problems related to the use of vital stains. If tear sampling for analytes is to be done by using Schirmer strips before measurement of tear break-up time, adequate delay in time to tear break-up testing
should be allowed (approximately 15–30 min).

7.2. Classification of disease severity

The original Delphi panel found a consensus “that severity of disease should be the primary determinant for the therapeutic strategy chosen [123]. The following DEWS dry eye severity grading scheme gave broad categories and a few numerical breakpoints on the path to severity, but did not address conflicts among signs [124]. Still to date, there exists no consensus on a gold standard measurement to assess disease severity in dry eye [125]. When evaluating correlation of different signs in dry eye, correlations seem possible in small subsets of patients [126], while in large cohorts with different underlying etiologies signs tend to react independently from each other, as shown, for example, in a study by Huang et al. where tear protein markers were correlated with different severity groups of dry eye based on corneal staining and OSDI score. In these groups, Schirmer score and tear osmolarity showed poor correlation with disease severity [127]. It has to be noted that corneal staining is a relatively late manifestation of DED and has little pertinence in mild to moderate disease, which demonstrates the importance of choosing the right markers for classifying certain groups and stages of dry eye. Also, tear osmolarity measurements in that study were not conducted in accordance with the FDA cleared guidance for testing, limiting the clinical accuracy. However, the study shows the limited value of single signs to classify disease severity especially in early stages, when disease expression can be very variable and compensatory mechanisms may transiently alleviate the effects of environmental stress [6].

Composite indices involve mapping a series of signs onto a common basis through normalization or ordinal ranking, followed by a weighted summation of the constituent signs. One of the main benefits of any composite approach is that random temporal variability is dampened across multiple signs [63,128,129]. An intermediate step between a multiple composite and a single efficacy value is a co-primary efficacy endpoint. This was used in the evaluation of Ikervis® (cyclosporine emulsion 0.1%), where the coprimary endpoint was a categorical (yes/no) measure. In order to be considered a success, patients needed to have an improvement in Corneal Fluorescein Score of 2 units or more (Oxford scale of 0–5) and an improvement by 30% or more from baseline in Ocular Surface Disease Index (OSDI) at 6 months. The product did not meet this co-primary endpoint, but was approved based upon Corneal Fluorescein Score improvement alone (continuous analysis, −1.05 vs. 0.82 units, p = 0.009) [130]. Simply stated, the dampening achieved in a composite or a co-primary analysis also dilutes a possible treatment effect. Like any novel method used to evaluate a novel therapy, any method should be validated against a positive control. As already noted, there are few approved pharmacotherapies to use in such validation. For example, Ikervis® (cyclosporine emulsion 0.1%) was approved only for “severe keratitis,” which in that scenario meant corneal staining.

In a study by Sullivan et al., a composite score of the 7 features of DED (Osmolarity testing, Schirmer test without anesthesia, TBUT, corneal staining, meibomian gland scoring, conjunctival staining, OSDI) was formed and used as the standard against which the individual tests were judged. Tear osmolarity displayed a linear relationship to the composite scores and was found to be the single best marker of disease severity across the normal, mild/moderate, and severe categories [6].

It has also been recommended that methods and treatments be evaluated using quantitative biomarkers, rather than clinical signs and symptoms (See Section 7.6) [125].

A new method to assess the severity of DED based of the number of standard deviations from an appropriately selected healthy population is further described in the Diagnostic Methodology and Tear Film subcommittee reports [56,131].

7.3. Monitoring therapeutic response

Successfully determining response to a specific treatment in a clinical trial is key, and it has been shown that outcome measures should be selected carefully depending on the treatment since sensitivity of markers or signs differ considerably depending on the tested therapy [51]. Outcome measures are critical in developing the trial design especially for determining efficacy. The trial design is best when the outcome measures are in line with the expected mechanisms of action of the treatment being studied. Key also is the ability to adequately measure the outcome; for instance, symptoms can be variable, ocular surface staining is open to observer bias, etc. Use of minimally invasive objective metrics that respond to the treatment would enhance protocol design and interpretation of the results [132].

7.4. The role of symptoms in dry eye

Symptoms are per definition part of dry eye disease and in a recent review by the ODISSEY European Consensus Group members it was pointed out that for the majority of DED patients there is some relationship between symptoms and clinical signs, at least in severe disease [133]. However, it is also well established that perceived symptom severity may not equate to clinical signs of disease and that there exists a significant proportion of patients who have seemingly conflicting signs and symptoms. Part of the problem might be that symptoms are subjective to significant variation over time, even within the same day [51,134] and that age- and sex-related, cultural, and ethnic influences on symptoms have to be taken into consideration as well [135,136].

To value whether the change of a clinical sign or symptom in dry eye disease is to be considered meaningful or important can be very challenging, especially given the limited correlation between signs and symptoms [80, 137]. In a study by Miller et al., the MCID for the Ocular Surface Disease Index (OSDI; Allergan Inc., Irvine, California, holds the copyright) was assessed to better evaluate whether a statistically significant change in the OSDI score due to a given therapy in a clinical trial actually matters to the patient using an anchor based method. The results revealed an MCID ranging from 4.5 to 7.3 for mild or moderate disease and from 7.3 to 13.4 for severe disease [138]. Sullivan et al. reported that up to 40% of subjects with clear objective evidence of DED do not report symptoms on the OSDI. When symptoms are present, they can be useful, but their absence does not rule out the presence of disease [51].

Several different patient-reported outcome questionnaires, such as the 25-item National Eye Institute Vision Functioning Questionnaire (NEI-VFQ) [139], Dry Eye Questionnaire (DEQ) [140], Impact of Dry Eye on Everyday Life questionnaire (IDEEL) [141], the Ocular Surface Disease Index (OSDI) [142], and the Symptom Assessment in Dry Eye (SANDE) [143], have been developed to identify dry eye disease and to assess changes in patients symptoms and life quality during a clinical trial. The OSDI and SANDE have been shown to correlate well [67]. It should be noted that the OSDI is copyrighted by Allergan, Inc. and the SANDE is copyrighted by Schepens Eye Research Institute, but both can be licensed for use in clinical trials. Furthermore, symptoms can also be graded using a visual analog scale (VAS) that could measure the most common symptoms of DED or be focused on the most important symptom identified by each patient.

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) suggest that
patient-reported outcomes questionnaires should be based on a clear conceptual framework and that there should be evidence supporting their psychometric properties. Furthermore, the FDA also recommends specification of the MCID as a benchmark for interpreting the mean score differences between treatment arms in a clinical trial. (Guidance for Industry: Patient-Reported Outcome Measures: Use in Medical Product Development to Support Labeling Claims, December 2009: http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs../Guidances/UCM193282.pdf).

7.5. New functional outcome measures

Patients with DED often present with complaints of reduced visual function [144]. These manifest as symptoms of glare and blurred or fogged vision, which can adversely affect the person's quality of life [142,145]. Snellen or logMAR charts (e.g., the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study [ETDRS] chart) are typically used to measure visual acuity (VA). Since the reduction in visual acuity seen by DED patients is usually transitory and can be overcome by increased blinking, it is difficult to show differences in visual function between patients with DED and those without the disease with this method. The same is true for clinical trials that attempt to evaluate treatment effects via changes in VA.

A way to detect changes in vision in DED patients is to measure functional visual acuity, with a method such as spatial-contrast sensitivity [146,147]. Rolando et al. found that spatial-contrast sensitivity was significantly lower in patients with DED compared with a group of age-matched normals. Contrast sensitivity has been shown to improve in dry eyes after the administration of artificial tears [148]. Functional visual acuity can be studied also in terms of reading speed. Ridder and colleagues [149] demonstrated that reading performance decreases with increasing severity of dry eye and that it might even be used to monitor the improvement with treatment in patients with DED.

Other functional visual tests have been used to identify deficits in the dry eye patient population. Goto and colleagues found that functional VA reduced significantly in patients with DED after gazing for 10–20 s without blinking. In addition, blinking rate during reading and driving were significantly reduced [150]. Another study used a continuous functional VA measurement system to evaluate monocular recognition acuity during a 30-s period of no blinking [151]. Functional visual acuity in patients with dry eye was significantly lower than those of control subjects at all time points.

Another method to measure functional VA is to study higher order aberrations in patients with DED [152]. Dry eye patients with superficial punctate keratitis experienced significant deteriorations of visual function and optical quality compared with dry eye patients without staining and normals, as measured by the variation of coma-like and total higher order aberrations. These results support the hypothesis that optical disturbances from DED in the central portion of the cornea can affect functional visual performance. The progressive degradation of ocular optical quality has been shown to result from the loss of contrast at intermediate and high spatial frequencies in DED patients. The same study found that the progression index for corneal higher-order aberrations was correlated with objective clinical findings of tear film and ocular surface damage and the subjective index of patient-reported visual outcomes. There are encouraging signs that these are reliable measures of visual function. The Diagnostic Methodology report includes additional information [56].

7.6. Biomarkers and surrogates

“A biomarker is a characteristic that is measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biologic processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacological responses to a therapeutic intervention and a surrogate endpoint is a biomarker that is intended to substitute for a clinical endpoint and is expected to predict clinical benefit (or harm or lack of benefit or harm) based on epidemiologic, therapeutic, pathophysiologic, or other scientific evidence.” [153] Other terms used for this concept are endpoints and outcomes.

Some of the most frequently used biomarkers in DED clinical trials are ocular surface staining, tear protein levels such as inflammatory markers, or a physical property of the tears (e.g., osmolarity, lipid layer thickness). Some of these measures may be altered in patients with DED [154]. While there is a lack of correlation in most patients between the symptoms and these biomarkers until a substantial level of disease severity is achieved (i.e. moderate to severe disease), their overall value is substantial [155,156]. It should be noted that at the present time no specific biomarker has been successfully used in FDA registration trials for treatments for DED.

In an attempt to better define DED, the development of a composite score of biomarkers has been proposed. The methodologies employed include: independent component analysis (ICA), and latent class analysis (LCA). The former objective approach, using 7 equally weighted variables, revealed a number of clinically significant findings, including that many subjects with positive objective tests do not report clinically significant symptoms, and that corneal staining is a relatively late manifestation of disease. Using this composite score, only one variable biomarker, tear osmolarity, was found to parallel severity as measured in the composite scale across the entire spectrum of severity [129]. In another study comparing the results of ICA with LCA, tear osmolarity was found to be the best single marker of disease with ICA but not with LCA [128]. Note that the LCA method is dependent upon a number of assumptions and involves complex mathematical maneuvers. On the other hand, ICA can be readily utilized in a clinical setting.

A number of inflammatory cytokines have been measured in patients with DED [157–159]. The change in biomarkers with effective treatments is a current area of research. The utility of a new biomarker or surrogate must be evaluated on the basis of its sensitivity and specificity. The use of biomarkers in clinical trials throughout medicine is an area of active interest (FDA-NIH Biomarker Working Group. BEST (Biomarkers, EndpointS, and other Tools) Resource; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK326791/). Additional information may be found in the TFOS DEWS II Report on Tear Film [131].

7.7. Recommendations for regulatory review of clinical efficacy

The previous comments in this review emphasize that DED is a complex clinical condition for which to conduct clinical trials, particularly when assessing the effect of novel treatments in RCTs. This is due, in part, to the need for a definition that is clear, comprehensive, and encompassing of the current understanding of the disease characteristics. It is critical that the classification of a multi-factorial disease include the major subtypes of the disorder (e.g., aqueous tear deficiency and evaporative dry eye), while recognizing that there is a large contingent of mixed mechanism of disease. Also important is the proper determination of severity of disease with criteria for assessing severity both by categorical and continuous methodologies [129]. The recognition of the role of instability of the tear film that is observed in subjects with dry eye must be contrasted with the stability present in normal subjects. Similarly, the bilaterality of DED with its effects on both eyes should be identified with recognition of the subsequent negative effect of a priori choice of a treatment eye. Finally, there must be adequate controls, allowing for placebo-nocebo effects in clinical trials with recognition of the lubricant and potential tear stabilization effect of
7.7.1. Symptom versus sign in outcome parameters

The disparity between symptom and sign in DED presents a severe challenge to achieving approval if an effect on both signs and symptoms is required in the same trial [122]. The U.S. FDA acknowledges this dilemma. In its 2016 approval of Xiidra® (lifitegrast), it set a precedent of allowing separate trials to demonstrate efficacy in a sign and a symptom. This represents one possible solution to the difficulty. Improved selection of subjects entered into clinical trials with attention to variability of pain thresholds or level of ocular surface sensitivity should be considered. The effects of tear instability or disruption of tear homeostasis [2], a hallmark of DED, on all of the commonly used endpoints in subjects with DED should be recognized. The determination of variability in symptoms must account for the effects of neural impairment of the ocular surface, which has been demonstrated to occur in DED including hyperalgesia in early disease and hypesthesia in advanced disease [161,162]. The entity of keratoneuralgia can be a serious confounder in clinical trials, and correction of symptom level with respect to the above is needed [163]. Likewise, the variability of levels of physical and visual activities of enrolled subjects during the clinical trial can complicate demonstration of effect. Therefore, a more precise correlation of improvement in a symptom with level of activity or environmental exposure during a trial may be required.

7.7.2. Subjective versus objective outcomes

Some features of DED may require assessment of functional outcomes, since visual disturbances are symptomatic to the patient and reduce quality of life but have generally not been included in previous therapeutic clinical trials [144]. Analysis of functional visual ability allows objective measure of visual impairment and can be accomplished by assessing the ability to read or engage a video display terminal [149]. A specific test, named “Functional Visual Acuity”, can be measured at relatively short intervals [164]. Impaired contrast sensitivity may also be a monitor of the adverse effect of DED on visual performance [146]. Lastly, clinical correlation with analyte measurement of a biomarker could serve as an objective outcome in clinical trials in DED.

7.7.3. Appreciation of biomarkers

Many new biomarkers of DED have been identified; some have been studied extensively as possible indicators of DED (e.g., osmolarity and inflammatory proteins) [154,165]. The correlation of biomarkers with symptoms may require an approach as identified in Section 7.7.1.

7.7.4. Approaches to clinical trial design

Changes to the approach to clinical trial design often entail additional cost and complexity. This is probably why some of the recommendations made in the 2007 Report of the International Workshop on Dry Eye (DEWS) have not been implemented, but such changes will be needed to allow qualifying treatments for registration. Regulatory agencies will need to be receptive to such alternative proposed designs. Some considerations for future clinical trial design should include withdrawal trials, in which all subjects entered receive the active treatment while a randomized number switch to placebo/vehicle control. This has been used in other disease states with some success, but requires that the active therapy improve but not cure the DED [8–12]. Another option is to identify biomarker outcomes with rigid control of measurement protocols at all investigative sites and with appropriate calibration of instrumentation.

It would be important to include both eyes in the trial since each eye is inter-dependent and differences between eyes document the dynamic range of the tear instability present. This reflects the random distribution of effects of breakdown in the tear-ocular surface homeostasis in DED. Failure to do so will inevitably lead to loss of valuable information [52]. However, appropriate methods must be used to count only one statistic per patient.

In an effort to decrease variability and standardize clinical trials of DED therapy, and in the same way that a controlled allergen challenge model has been successful in evaluating and developing novel treatment for allergic conjunctivitis [166], a controlled adverse environment (CAE) has been evaluated for treatments for DED [167,168]. The CAE has been used to both screen subjects and to evaluate on-treatment effects [169–171]. However, treatment effects typically have not been seen in a priori outcome measures, but rather in secondary measures, of which there are many. As well, to date, there are few publications of Phase 3 clinical trials using the CAE, nor, like some environmental studies, publications confirming replication of results. The role of the CAE in drug development vis-à-vis clinical environmental studies is not clearly understood at this time.

8. Safety

8.1. Preclinical safety to support clinical studies

This report focuses on the design and conduct of clinical studies to evaluate therapeutics for DED, particularly novel therapeutics. An important question in the development of new products is the requirement for nonclinical safety studies to support the intended clinical evaluation. This is covered in ICH M3 (R2) (“Guidance on nonclinical safety studies for the conduct of human clinical trials and marketing authorization for pharmaceuticals; www.ich.org/fileadmin/Public_Web_Site/ICH_Products/Guidelines/Multidisciplinary/M3_R2/Step4/M3_R2_Guideline.pdf”). As an example, Table 3 of this guideline (“Recommended Nonclinical Studies to Support Exploratory Clinical Trials”) illustrates how many of the required timing and amount of nonclinical studies depend very much on the perceived hazard. In general, the safety studies required are driven by the clinical studies planned. For example, a clinical study of one week duration requires nonclinical toxicology studies of at least one week duration using a dose exaggerated as to the anticipated clinical dose. Note that regulatory authorities do not require proof of efficacy in animal models for drugs or biologics [172]. One should have an idea as to what administered dose would provide a therapeutic concentration at the target site. The ICH M3 (R2) guidance is relatively limited on ophthalmic drugs. For local ocular dosing, an ideal treatment should be local, that is, an ideal local treatment does not result in meaningful systemic exposure. The systemic exposure after ocular dosing is key to determining the level of systemic toxicity studies that need to be conducted [173]. Issues surrounding nonclinical safety plans for ocular drugs and biologics is discussed in Novack and Moyer [174]. Medical devices require biocompatibility testing.

8.2. Safety assessment during clinical studies

As is the case with all clinical decisions, the decision to enroll a subject in a clinical trial balances the benefits to the subject with the risks of being in the trial. One of the fundamental purposes of
the clinical development program is to understand the safety profile of the drug and not to put subjects at unnecessary risk. The collection of safety information is an ongoing process, and more data are collected as the drug moves through clinical development. Early on, the safety profile is based on experience with compounds that have a similar mechanism of action to the drug being tested or a similar structure. This profile is supported by the pre-clinical program and clinical pharmacology and is updated as new information is collected. The most up-to-date safety information is described in the investigator’s brochure (IB). This should be carefully read by all investigators prior to enrolling subjects in a clinical trial. Ultimately, the safety information collected during the clinical development program is described in the package insert. Additional safety information is updated as post-marketing experience warrants. The collection of safety information about a drug continues throughout a drug’s lifetime. Many of the issues regarding clinical safety are covered in ICH E6. While the focus of products continues throughout a drug’s lifetime. Many of the issues regarding clinical safety are covered in ICH E6. While the focus of products

8.5. Adverse events

Adverse events are any untoward medical occurrence associated with the use of a drug in humans whether or not considered drug related (21 CFR 314.80). Adverse events may be a specific disease, sign, symptom, or abnormal laboratory value or imaging study. For subjects with pre-existing conditions or laboratory values, an adverse event may represent a worsening of the condition or value while in the study. Adverse events may be graded on severity from mild to life threatening.

8.5.1. Serious adverse events

Serious adverse events (21 CFR 313.32(a)) are any adverse events that in the judgement of the investigator or sponsor results in:

1. Death or immediate risk of death,
2. Inpatient hospitalization or prolongation of existing hospitalization,
3. Persistent or significant incapacity or substantial disruption of the ability conduct normal life functions or
4. Congenital anomaly or birth defect. All serious adverse events must be reported by the investigator to the sponsor regardless of causality with appropriate supporting documentation.

8.5.2. Unexpected adverse event

An unexpected adverse event (21 CFR 312.32(a)) is one that is:

1. Not listed in the Investigator’s Brochure,
2. Not listed in the Investigator’s Brochure at the specificity or severity observed, or
3. Mentioned in the Investigator’s Brochure as anticipated due to the pharmacokinetic properties of the drug or occurred with other drugs in this class, but not with the study drug.

8.5.3. Serious unexpected Suspected Adverse Reactions (SUSAR)

Adverse events that meet these three criteria are SUSAR:

1. Serious (S),
2. Unexpected (U), and
3. Suspected Adverse Reactions (SAR).

SUSAR are reported to FDA or equivalent agency (and the IRB) through new expedited safety reporting rules (21 CFR 313.32(c)(1)(i)).

8.6. Investigator’s responsibilities

Clinical investigators are critical in ensuring high quality clinical studies. Investigators are responsible for following good clinical practice (GCP), which is different than following good clinical practice when treating and evaluating patients outside of clinical trials. GCP ensures the quality and integrity of the data collected and ensures that the rights, safety, and welfare of subjects are protected. Investigators must personally conduct the study, ensure all persons assisting in study are informed of obligations, follow the protocol, ensure informed consent of study subjects, keep appropriate records, properly account for study drug and comply with other requirements in (21 CFR 312.32 and 21 CFR 314.80).

9. Benefit/risk assessment

Key to any therapeutic intervention in a patient is an evaluation
of benefit vs. risk (benefit/risk). This is based upon the premise that any intervention carries with it some risk. In classic pharmacology, one determines the dose-response for both the desired efficacy, and for the undesired toxicity or toxicities. The ratio between the toxic and effective doses is called the therapeutic index. As noted above, in the U.S., the passage of the Kefauver–Harris amendments in 1962 required that efficacy be part of the approval of new drugs. As safety was already required (Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act as passed in 1938), this now gave the U.S. FDA the regulatory basis to judge efficacy in light of safety, i.e., benefit/risk for therapeutics [176]. There are no published guidelines on exact ratios allowed, rather it is a decision made on a drug-by-drug basis (and indeed, a device-by-device basis). However, when considering the limits of bioequivalence for approval of generic drugs, regulatory agencies may judge agents with narrow therapeutic indices and high pharmacokinetic variability more carefully than others (e.g. warfarin, levothyroxine, carbamazepine, and phenytoin) [177,178].

Dr. Janet Woodcock, director of U.S. FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, has started discussions stating “a common framework is necessary for the transparent articulation of the benefits and risks of a therapeutic product across disparate stakeholders.” Proposals might include a restricted approval for a limited patient population, with commitments for larger, longer studies for wider approvals [179]. Academic and industrial researchers are working on quantitative methods for assessing benefit-risk. This benefit/risk ratio is used in drug approvals, formulary decisions on the optimal therapeutic agent, and corporate decisions on selection of which molecule to develop [180–183].

The issue of benefit/risk ratio for an ophthalmic drug was in the news in 2012 with the non-approval of Alimera’s Iluvien® (fluocinolone acetonide intravitreal implant) in the U.S. for the treatment of diabetic macular edema (DME). While there had been a clear demonstration of efficacy with the both phase 3 trials successfully meeting their primary endpoint, the FDA had judged that the benefit did not outweigh the risks in DME [184]. In Europe, this concern was addressed through a pre-planned subgroup analysis, where a larger treatment effect was seen in the patients with chronic DME, and the product was approved in 2012. In 2014, FDA addressed their benefit to risk concern by requiring that only DME patients who have received a prior course of corticosteroid and did not demonstrate a clinically significant rise in IOP, would be indicated for treatment with Iluvien®. The product was subsequently approved in the U.S. for this subset of patients where there was demonstrated improvement in the benefit/risk ratio.

With respect to treatment of dry eye, many of the new chemical entities evaluated in the pharmacotherapy of dry eye have little or no ocular or systemic safety issues. Thus, any evaluation of benefit/risk ratio mathematically solves to efficacy only. Corticosteroids, long used to treat a myriad of ocular inflammatory conditions [185], are also known to treat dry eye [69]. However, clinicians know that chronic use of corticosteroids, irrespective of potency, have the risk of elevating intraocular pressure and causing cataracts in phakic patients. Thus, their utility in treating dry eye is at present, a case of application of therapeutic index.

10. Regulatory

Regulatory requirements in dry eye disease vary across different territories worldwide. Sponsors conducting clinical trials in one territory often find these trials are not sufficient to support approval in another territory. Differences in clinical trials across various territories include: endpoints, comparator, need to show clinically meaningful difference between active drug or device and comparator, inclusion of quality of life metrics, demonstration of mechanism of action, and length of trial. The worldwide regulatory situation for DED therapies has been reviewed [7,39].

10.1. Drugs

10.1.1. United States regulatory requirements

Regulatory approval in the United States requires that the sponsor demonstrates a statistically significant benefit of the active drug compared with the vehicle in two adequate and well controlled trials. The benefit of the active drug needs to be demonstrated for both a sign of the disease (for example, corneal fluorescein staining) and a symptom of the disease (for example, feeling of dry eye) in both trials at pre-specified time points. There is currently no regulatory requirement for a clinically meaningful difference between the active drug and comparator. For approval of a new drug application (NDA) or biological license application (BLA), the FDA will consider either negative-control (where superiority is required) or positive-control studies (where the investigational product must be at least as effective as the control). For the latter, the positive control product must be approved in the U.S., or superiority is required. While not needed for regulatory approval in the United States, clinical relevance may be important in the United States for payers. The FDA does not mandate duration of the trial for efficacy, but for therapy for DED, requires that at least 100 subjects be exposed to the intended dose of the drug or higher chronically, which is typically 6–12 months.

As noted elsewhere in this document (See Section 5.1), worldwide, approvals for treatments for treatment of DED are relatively few. Two pharmacological products are approved for treatment of DED in the U.S. (as of July, 2016), Restasis® (cyclosporine ophthalmic emulsion) is technically approved to “increase tear production in patients whose tear production is presumed to be suppressed due to ocular inflammation associated with keratoconjunctivitis sicca.” (Restasis® package insert). The other topical medication is lifitegrast (Xiidra®), an ophthalmic solution approved to treat the signs and symptoms of dry eye disease. Lifitegrast is an antagonist of LFA-1 thought to block signaling of inflammation in DED [186].

As an additional consideration, the TFOS DEWS II report has highlighted DED in populations with limited focus previously, such as DED in younger age groups, as information on new risk factors emerges [42]. This may have implications for the generalizability of clinical trial results and may be a key consideration in approval of new pharmaceutical products. For trials in younger patient populations in the US and EU (and perhaps elsewhere), a Pediatric Study Plan (U.S.)/Pediatric Investigation Plan (Europe) is required when a product goes to Phase 3. The natural history of the disease in pediatric patients is key for such plans.

The safety and efficacy of studies on autologous tears are covered in the TFOS DEWS II Management and Therapy Report [14]. In this report, we present the regulatory perspective on this therapy, The U.S. FDA recently issued a guidance on the homologous use of human cells, tissues, and cellular and tissue-based products (HCT/P). (http://www.fda.gov/downloads/BiologicsBloodVaccines/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/Tissue/UCM469751.pdf).

This guidance makes reference to 21 CFR 1271, specifically 21 CFR 1271.10(a)(2). This guidance in turn suggests that if HCT/P does not involve the combination of the cells or tissues with another article, except for water, then pre-market review by FDA is not required (i.e., an NDA or Biologics License Application (BLA) submission). However, with respect to preparing autologous tears for patients, which requires an outside sterile laboratory for preparation sometimes in another state, those facilities are governed by Section 503B of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, under the heading Registered Outsourcing Facilities. These facilities are in
turn governed under a relatively new guidance on outsourcing facilities (http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/UCM434171.pdf). The facilities must comply with cGMP. As well, a short shelf life for the product, even refrigerated, is required, in the order of 5 days. This has effectively limited the use of autologous tears in most of the United States. Note that these same issues are challenging the availability of liquid lissamine green solution. We also sought information on the regulatory position in other countries (e.g., Agencia Nacional de Vigilancia Sanitaria (ANVISA) in Brazil, etc.) but were not able to obtain clear direction at the time of writing. Jones et al. [14] suggest that one problem in evaluating this therapy is that there is no consistent method for the preparation of autologous tears across laboratories. While by definition this is personalized therapy, meaning it is the patient’s own blood used to derive the therapy, nonetheless, a move towards standardization of the preparation in order to clearly evaluate it in a controlled study, might be moot in the current regulatory environment.

10.1.2. European regulatory requirements

In contrast to the U.S., pricing is integral to the approval process. Thus, if there is an approved product in EU, the pivotal clinical trials should be conducted as positive-controlled studies against an approved product. Again, with the caveat of few approved examples, European perspective appears to be that the benefit of the new over existing products does not need to be shown for both a sign and symptom of the disease and that approval could be based on showing a benefit for a sign or a symptom of the disease. As with the U.S., European authorities encourage Sponsors to include quality of life metrics. In our experience, European authorities may expect more clinical information on the mechanism of action, and with a range of patients with DED, and for longer periods. As noted previously (Section 7.2), in March 2015, the Committee for Medicinal Products for Human Use (CHMP) of the European Medicines Agency (EMA) granted marketing authorization for Ikervis® (cyclosporine emulsion 0.1%), based on improvement in corneal damage and demonstration of anti-inflammatory mechanism of action in the most severe dry eye patients. The drug did not show a benefit over vehicle in treating the symptoms of dry eye disease [187].

10.1.3. Japanese regulatory requirements

There are several agents approved in Japan to treat DED that are not available in North America or Europe [7]. These include: sodium hyaluronate (Hyalein® 0.3%), approved in 1995, with a primary mechanism of increasing tear film stability; diquafosol tetradsodium (Diquas® Ophthalmic Solution 3.0%), a P2Y2 receptor agonist approved in 2010 and rebamipide (Mucosta® Ophthalmic Solution 2%) approved in 2011, which are marketed as secretagogues [7,188,189]. Also available in Japan are a cyclosporine product (Papilo® mini-ophthalmic solution 0.1%), and a tacrolimus product (Talymus™ ophthalmic suspension 0.1%), both approved for the treatment of vernal keratoconjunctivitis.

10.2. Devices

In the United States, medical devices are regulated by the FDA’s Center for Device and Radiological Health (CDRH). For medical devices, the FDA uses established risk-based classification criteria to classify a device as Class I, II or III. The established risk-based criteria are determined, in part, from what is already known regarding comparable existing devices (also known as “predicate devices”). Class I devices are subject to general agency controls (such as accurate branding, submission of device records and reports, quality system regulation, and so forth). The LipiView® (TearScience, Morrisville, NC), a device to image the lipid layer of the tear film and meibomian glands, is an example of a Class I device [190,191]. In this case, the agency considered the device to be substantially equivalent to that of digital ocular photography. For Class I devices, these general controls are considered sufficient to provide the agency with reasonable assurance of the device safety and effectiveness and often a 510(k) process is not required. The majority of Class I devices are exempt from trial requirements (e.g., manual instruments, bandages, casting).

For class II devices, general controls alone are not sufficient and they require specific agency controls such as RCTs, guidelines for the submission of clinical data, animal testing, standards, post market surveillance and patient registries. Typically, a 510(k) process is required. The agency considers the general and specific controls sufficient to provide reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness of the device. The LipiFlow® (TearScience, Morrisville, NC), is an example considered by the agency to be a Class II device. The LipiFlow was subject to a 510(k) de novo process and was cleared for the application of localized heat and pressure therapy in adult patients with chronic cysitic conditions of the eyelids, including MGD [107, 116]. [http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfpmn/denovo.cfm?ID=DEN100017] [112,192]. A similar regulatory route was also employed for the recently cleared TruView®™ (intranasal neurostimulating device, Allergan) [193].

The FDA will classify a device as Class III if general controls are not adequate to provide reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness and there is not sufficient information to establish special controls that would provide such assurance. This is typical of devices for which there is no reasonable predicate device, or if the device presents substantial risk to the consumer. Class III devices are required to go through an extensive PMA process, whereby all of the necessary scientific and clinical information is gathered for the FDA in order to provide reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness of the device [194]. These include life sustaining or life supporting or novel technology, such as pacemakers or respirators. The device approval process in the USA typically follows one of two steps:

1. A premarket notification (PMN) or 510(k) submission and clearance is required in order to market the product. Typically, a predicate device (previously cleared device similar to the new device) is referenced to demonstrate that the new device is as least as safe and effective as (substantially equivalent to) the predicate device. http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/device regulationandguidance/howtemarketyourdevice/premarketsubmissions/premarketnotification510k/ucm134572.htm

2. Pre-market approval (PMA) is a much more stringent device application. The PMA application contains information about how the medical device was designed and how it is manufactured, as well as preclinical and clinical studies of the device, demonstrating that it is safe and effective for its intended use. The PMA route requires a clinical trial and thus is a much more lengthy and expensive process than a 510(k) application. http://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/device regulationandguidance/howtemarketyourdevice/premarketsubmissions/premarketapprovalpma/default.htm

To clarify the distinction between the PMA and 510(k) designations. PMA indicates “approval” based on safety and efficacy for a designated indication, whereas a 510K indicates “clearance” that a device is safe and does not comment on its efficacy.

While regulatory information usually provides information on safety, efficacy may not be addressed for devices upon approval, in which case post-regulatory approval trials need to address this issue. Such clinical trials may or may not be undertaken and may
not provide sufficient information for absolute determination of its efficacy.

Surgical interventions are typically not under regulatory review unless they include a new device or new pharmaceutical that is not otherwise approved. In these cases, determination of efficacy and safety is based on available information that may or may not be peer reviewed and may or may not use standardized clinical trial designs. For instance, Geerling describes the transplantation of the major salivary glands to treat DED with both a case a review and a literature review [196].

11. Statistics

A key resource for statistical planning, analysis and reporting of clinical trials is the ICH E9, “Statistical Principles For Clinical Trials” [197]. This guidance presents topics germane to clinical trials in dry eye including: population, primary and secondary variables, composition variables, techniques to avoid bias, pros and cons on different designs (e.g., parallel vs. crossover), consideration for multicenter trials, and superiority, non-inferiority, and equivalence. A key feature of this guidance is the a priori selection of outcome measures, the penalties for interim analyses, and post hoc analyses (i.e., moving the target after the arrow is shot) [198]. Of particular import in trials of dry eye therapies is the handling of efficacy endpoints of signs and symptoms. The issue of multiplicity is discussed in Section 2.2.5 of ICH E9, which states: “If the purpose of the trial is to demonstrate effects on all of the designated primary variables, then there is no need for adjustment of the type I error, but the impact on type II error and sample size should be carefully considered.” Stated differently, if you require both the sign and the symptom to declare success, then you can test both at \( p < 0.05 \). If you require only one to be successful, then you must test both at \( p < 0.025 \). Another alternative is to declare one endpoint to be first in a hierarchy of endpoints and plan to test them in a pre-specified order (the hierarchy). You can declare each as statistically significant at \( p < 0.05 \) until you reach one that is not, and then you stop. Interpretation of such an outcome is open to discussion, but typically this would NOT be adequate for regulatory approval.

Calculation of power for a co-primary efficacy endpoint is more complicated than for a single efficacy endpoint. One needs to take into account the correlation between the two endpoints, the more highly correlated the greater the reduction in sample size that is needed. For dry eye the two endpoints are typically poorly correlated, and so one can typically ignore this potential benefit on sample size [199], and use the endpoint with the lower effect size for calculations. An example of a co-primary endpoint used in a large controlled phase 3 trial is a study of lifitegrast [62]. As noted previously (Section 7.2), the SANSIIA trial of Ikervis® (cyclosporine emulsion) initially planned a primary outcome of signs and symptoms. The trial was unsuccessful in meeting this outcome, but a subsequent phase 3 trial is a study of lifitegrast [62]. As noted previously (Section 7.2), the SANSIIA trial of Ikervis® (cyclosporine emulsion) initially planned a primary outcome of signs and symptoms. The trial was unsuccessful in meeting this outcome, but a subsequent phase 3 trial is a study of lifitegrast [62].

Fig. 2. Three Possible Results of a Placebo-Controlled Superiority Study (Point Estimate, 95% confidence intervals).

1. Point estimate of effect is 2; 95% CI lower bound is 1. Conclusion: Drug is effective and appears to have an effect of at least 1.
2. Point estimate of effect is 2; 95% CI lower bound is \(< 0\) (study perhaps too small). Conclusion: Drug is not shown to be effective.
3. Point estimate of effect is 0; 95% CI lower bound is well below 0. Conclusion: Drug shows no suggestion of effectiveness.

\[
C = \text{Control}; T = \text{Test}, M = \text{mean}, NI = \text{non-inferiority}, CI = \text{confidence interval}.
\]


For either a superiority or non-inferiority study, GCP and ethics state that the sample size must have adequate power to detect the difference. The formula for power includes five variables: power (also known as beta, the chance to find a difference if it exists), the clinically significant difference (or the non-inferiority margin), the sample size, the variability, and the alpha level. The smaller the difference to be detected, the larger the sample size required [202]. Power can be calculated using various statistical programs (e.g., SAS, Qnquery), as well as web sites (e.g., http://powerandsamplesize.com/). The size of a clinical study depends upon the phase of development (See Section 4.2), the sample size required for efficacy, the sample size required for safety (See Section 4.2), as well as adjustments for disqualified and discontinued subjects. Diagnostic methods to evaluate DED are provided in the TFOS DEWS II Diagnostic Methodology report [56]. For example, if a researcher wanted to have 80% power to detect a clinically significant difference of at least 0.5 units (0–3 scale) in corneal staining, which had a standard deviation of 1 unit, a sample size of 64 subjects per group would be required. Adjusting for disqualifications and discontinuations of 20%, then ~77 subjects per group would be required.
However, if this was one of two Phase 3 trials, as part of a development program, it would be part of a the minimum safety requirements of 300–500 patients on the drug (any dose) and 100 at the intended dose or higher, then the sample size per group might be increased to 180 per group in order to obtain an adequate sample size.

12. Recommendations for future directions in dry eye clinical trials

Review of past peer reviewed publications on drugs and biologics for DED treatment points to the difficulty of evaluating efficacy and safety. Many of these studies do not meet the current recommendations of this group for maximizing quality and interpretation for pivotal trials [61,62,65,70,76,88,93,127,188,203–208]. In order to improve the quality of clinical trials going forward, to optimize resources, and increase the opportunity for novel therapeutics for patients with DED, the TFOS DEWS II Clinical Trials subcommittee has the following recommendations.

First, that studies be conducted consistent with Good Clinical Practice (GCP). This involves using GMP-quality clinical trial material. While this may be a daunting task, clinical should trialists consult colleagues and drug development experts who are familiar with this system of controls. This includes appropriate protections for the study subjects. GCP also requires compliance with appropriate regulatory requirements in the jurisdiction of study conduct, and may require additional regulatory filings if the investigational shipment is prepared and shipped from another state or country. While the use of the CONSORT statement is of limited value at the end of a study when a manuscript is being prepared, it is useful to review prior to planning and starting a study.

Next, the subcommittee recommend that the design, treatments, and sample size be consistent with the investigational treatment, the objectives of the study, and the phase of development. For example, a crossover or paired-comparison design may be appropriate for a comfort study in normal volunteers, but not so for a long-lasting treatment with the potential for systemic or contralateral effects. Also, the dose of a drug or biologic should not only be less than that which was toxic or not tolerated in nonclinical or previous clinical studies, but also at a dose and frequency to provide therapeutic concentrations at the intended site of action. The duration of treatment, at least for a pivotal study, should also be consistent with the mechanism of action and time-course of effect.

For pivotal studies, sample size is key to the potential validity of the study. An underpowered positive-controlled study will find apparent equivalence, which may be the incorrect conclusion of an appropriately powered study.

Outcome measures are key to determine the efficacy of the treatment and, if possible, should include minimally invasive objective metrics that are in line with the expected mechanism of action of the treatment. Exploration of new ways to evaluate dry eye disease, such as biomarkers, may lead to improvement in dry eye trial design and increased clarity on the efficacy of a new treatment.

The range of new devices for diagnosing and treating dry eye disease is expanding. The use of these new devices in diagnosing and selecting treatment for patients with DED, as well as their use in evaluating novel therapies will require clinical data that exceeds the typical regulatory requirements for device approval (which tend to focus on safety and device reliability). Note that measurement of dry eye signs and symptoms is covered elsewhere in the TFOS DEWS II Diagnostic Methodology report [56].

In this review of published clinical studies of therapeutics for DED, many reports are less than adequate in describing the methods and analysis. For example, the pharmaceutical make-up of the placebo, or the nature of masking is not clear. With the caveat that printed journal space may be limited, reporting should be as complete as possible so that the study may be appropriately evaluated. Some journals (e.g., Ophthalmology) provide for details in addition to the printed journal to be available on the online publication. This caveat is moot for regulatory submissions, as these requirements are part of GCP and ICH guidelines.
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